Technical specifications sheet of hanging points in event hall 'De Put'
In event hall De Put in Destelheide, hanging points have been installed by Joppe Wouters from Circus
Marcel. In the concrete ceiling joists, 8 anchor points have been mounted 2 by 2. These anchor
points are meant for performing acrobatic stunts. Both the anchor points and the whole installation
have been inspected and approved of by Vinçotte.
- Maximum number of persons / anchor point: 3
- Weight for 3 persons: 263 kg
- Dynamic factor 5 (swinging)
- Horizontal load: 50% of the vertical load
- Working Load Limit for which the anchor points have been designed: 1300 kg
- Construction:
- Basic slab thickness 12 mm
- Welded-on box 180x150x8mm
- Anchors: 4 x wire rod M12 quality 8.8; secured with double nut
- Attachment point: Codipro DSR M15 with working load limit = 1600 kg; secured
with Loctite
- Steel grade: S235
- Max. allowable compression strength: 157 N/mm²

(Circus) performers and their technicians are themselves responsible for the correct attachment to
the hanging points. For this, they may use the aerial work platform of Destelheide after having signed
an agreement in which they confirm that they will assume responsibility in case of an accident
with/damage to the aerial work platform. Destelheide is not responsible for accidents on account of
the incorrect use of the hanging points, taking into account the above-mentioned information.

(for more plans of the ceiling and Zaal De Put, see the document ‘technische fiche – plan’)

There are no attachment points on the side walls or in the floor. Instead, Destelheide has bought 4
water tanks, each containing 500 litre water. These water tanks can be used as counterweight. The
installation of these water tanks must be done in consultation with the technicians. A rubber mat is
placed below the water tank to protect the floor. All fastening wires must be provided for by the
groups themselves. The use of these water tanks must be applied for in advance.

